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TIPS FOR CUTTING TAXES IN RETIREMENT

hether you’re newly retired, about to retire, or
thinking ahead, there are
numerous benefits to tax planning in
your golden years. With sound tax
planning, you can protect your golden years from becoming tarnished by
unnecessary taxes regardless of
whether you’re planning to retire 30
years from now or you’ve already
done so.

IF YOU’RE THINKING
AHEAD TO RETIREMENT…
CONSIDER INVESTING IN A
ROTH IRA/ROTH 401(K)

When it comes to taxes and retirement, if you want to maximize
what you’ve worked so hard to save
throughout the years, it’s critical to
strategize how you invest your
money. Anticipating how much you
need to save is just the first step;

I

planning on where you will allocate
those savings is a critical component
if you want to make the most of
your retirement funds.

Many people assume that contributing solely to a tax-deferred
employer-sponsored plan translates
to a comfortable retirement. After
all, what could be better than
sheltering a portion of your preretirement income from taxes while
taking advantage of employermatching incentives? However,
when many people retire, they’re
surprised to learn that their taxdeferred account withdrawals are
not only taxed, but quite possibly at
a higher rate than they may have anticipated.

Diversifying your retirementsavings plan by contributing to a
Roth IRA or Roth 401(k) plan could
give you more flexibility when it

TALKING TO YOUR FAMILY ABOUT YOUR ESTATE PLAN

t is essential to have this conversation with your family so they
know what to expect, understand why you made certain decisions, and have time to absorb and
accept your decisions. Having this
conversation before your death when
things can be explained will help

avoid the potential relationship damage that can happen if no one understands your decisions.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT PERSON FOR
THE RIGHT JOB — Try to take the
emotion out of your decisions when
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

comes to tax savings during retirement. While you can’t take advantage of tax-saving benefits now,
withdrawals from Roth accounts are
tax free, allowing more latitude in
retirement. In addition to future taxsaving benefits, Roth IRA accounts
can also provide the flexibility of
penalty-free withdrawals of your
contributions should you need access to monies for an unexpected
situation prior to retirement.

DON’T FORGET ABOUT OTHER
TAXABLE INVESTMENTS

Like a Roth IRA or Roth 401(k),
brokerage and/or mutual fund accounts can be valuable tax-free income sources in retirement. Unless
you want to pay taxes on every
withdrawal you make during your
retirement years, you’ll likely want
income sources that aren’t subject to
taxes down the road. A diversified
plan that includes nonretirement accounts can protect you from higher
tax brackets and maximize your income throughout your retirement
years.

AT RETIREMENT AGE…

HAVE A WITHDRAWAL STRATEGY

Just as you had a retirement
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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savings plan, you’ll now need a
strategic withdrawal plan to shelter
as much of your retirement funds as
possible from taxes. The good news
is, the more diversified your investments are, the more options you will
have available when it comes to tax
savings. Both the timing and sequence of the accounts you draw
from can significantly impact what
you owe the IRS each year. For example, if you have taxable investments
you’ve held for longer than a year, it
may be more prudent to tap into
these first, since the maximum 20%
long-term capital gains tax could be
less than the income tax rate you
would pay once you begin withdrawing from your tax-deferred retirement accounts. In fact, you might
not pay capital gains tax at all, depending on your income bracket.

If you’re over 70½, don’t forget
about your minimum required
distributions; though there are
exceptions, failure to take these
distributions can invoke a penalty as
high as half of the amount you
neglected to withdraw.

PLAN AHEAD: TARGETED TAX
BRACKETS

You might also consider meeting
with your financial advisor to plan
ahead for the following tax year with
a specific marginal tax rate in mind.
You can precalculate taxable income,
living expenses, and deductions before deciding how much you’ll need
to withdraw from your investment
accounts to stay within your targeted
marginal tax rate.

CONSIDER DELAYING SOCIAL
SECURITY BENEFITS

This strategy actually provides

A
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INVEST DEFENSIVELY

volatile market makes
most investors nervous, although there are some investors who see these market
downturns as an opportunity to
buy shares of companies at bargain
prices. But if market corrections
make your stomach turn, there are
some ways you can invest to help
provide some protection.
STOCKS WITH DIVIDEND YIELDS
ARE A GOOD BUFFER — Probably
the most powerful defense against
a rocky market are stocks that have
healthy earnings and a good dividend payout ratio and yield. When
stock prices fall, the dividend yield
increases, because the cash dividend becomes a larger percentage
of the purchase price of each share.
You typically see less damage to
high-dividend stocks when the
market falls.

CONSUMER STAPLES ARE GOOD
DEFENSIVE TOOLS — Some of the
most stable stocks are durable
goods, which include products
such as toothpaste, laundry soap,
mouthwash, cereal, etc. Many of
these are blue-chip stocks that
make up the Dow Jones Industrial
Average, and they have very large
market capitalization. The reason
they stay relatively stable is that no

you with multiple money-saving options. By delaying your Social Security benefits, you’ll avoid a higher tax
bracket while beefing up your distributions. This isn’t just applicable to
younger retirees: anyone who reaches his/her full-benefit age receives an
annual 8% increase for each year distributions are delayed until age 70.
While not everyone can afford to
postpone Social Security benefits,
you may decide that delaying these
benefits as long as possible is financially advantageous in the long run.

MOVE TO AN INCOME-TAX
FREE STATE

Many retirees don’t just move to
states like Arizona for the scenery.

matter how bad the economy gets,
the demand for staples remains
pretty constant.

GOOD COMPANIES WITH REPURPROGRAMS — There are
some companies that repurchase
vast amounts of their own shares.
When the market falls, these companies buy stock that is being sold
by investors, which helps reduce
the pressure on the stock price.
Long-term shareholders may also
benefit from repurchases if the
stock becomes undervalued, because the company is able to reduce
the total outstanding shares at a
quicker pace due to the lower stock
price, increasing future earnings
per share and cash dividends for
the remaining stock.
CHASE

STOCKS TRADING AT REASONVALUATIONS — Stocks associated with value investing fundamentals, such as those with low
price/earnings ratios, price-tobook ratios, price/sales ratios, and
conservative balance sheets, have
proven to hold up well in the long
term. If you review the historical
metrics, you will see that valuebased stocks emerge from market
downturns relatively intact over
the course of time. mmm
ABLE

The tax-saving incentives can be just
as appealing, particularly if you currently reside in a high-tax state. Willing to embrace the cold? Alaska has
no state income or sales tax; and once
you establish permanent residency,
you’ll even receive an annual oil
wealth dividend check from the
state’s Permanent Fund. If you had
plans involving temperatures of a
warmer sort, consider moving to an
income-tax free state such as Nevada
or Florida. You might also consider
states that offer tax immunity solely
to retirees, exempting Social Security
benefits and even qualified retirement accounts from state income tax.
Please call if you’d like to discuss
these strategies in more detail. mmm
FR2017-0515-0049
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selecting the people who will be best
at certain tasks. Once people comprehend the various roles and what they
entail, they tend to understand why a
particular person was selected.

The roles can range from being
the executor of the estate, to the
guardian of your children, to making
medical decisions on your behalf. For
example, you should select a very
strong person to be your healthcare
proxy, because this person may have
to remove you from life support during a medical crisis.

PREPARE THE APPROPRIATE DOCUMENTS — Once you have determined
who will handle the key roles for
your estate, you will want to get the
proper paperwork drafted and notarized. These documents may include:
your will, trust, durable power of attorney, healthcare power of attorney,
and guardianship designations.

Before you have the conversation, you should have the proper paperwork with copies for all involved
individuals, so there is no room for
misinterpretation and everyone understands the parameters of your decisions.

PREPARE FOR THE CONVERSATION
— You’ll want to take the time to
think through this conversation and
anticipate the questions people will
have. You will want them to understand what your goals are for the estate plan, what the various roles are
and what they entail, and why certain people were chosen for certain
roles.

It is important to think through
your family dynamic in approaching
this conversation. Should it be a
more formal conversation that includes an attorney or financial advisor to help explain the roles and your
choices? Or should it be a more casual discussion around the dinner table
with only family?

Either way, you will want to
make sure you set ground rules to
avoid confrontation. You will want
FR2017-0515-0049
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TIPS FOR YOUR 401(K) PLAN

hile 401(k) plan information may seem confusing, it is not as complex
as it seems and may be vital to your
retirement plans. Simply put: It
pays to understand your 401(k)
plan. Here are a few tips to help:

m MAXIMIZE CONTRIBUTIONS — As
soon as you possibly can, begin
making contributions to your
401(k) plan, contributing as
much as your budget will allow.
In 2017, you can contribute a
maximum of $18,000 to your
401(k) plan, plus an additional
$6,000 catch-up contribution for
those over age 50, provided this
is offered by your plan. Employers may set lower limits to
ensure the plan complies with
nondiscrimination rules.

m TAKE

ADVANTAGE OF EMPLOYER-

—
Many people don’t take the
time to learn how to take advantage of employer matching. If
your company offers a matching
contribution, make sure you
contribute enough to take advantage of the maximum
amount provided. Research
your plan to determine the
matching contribution, and then
calculate how much you need to
contribute to get the full match.
MATCHING

CONTRIBUTIONS

m DIVERSIFY INVESTMENTS —
401(k) plans typically offer numerous investment options, so
review your plan’s investments
carefully to make sure you select
ones that fit your particular
goals, including an allocation
plan that fits the long-term nature of the plan.

people to express their thoughts; but
if it becomes argumentative, let them
know the meeting will be canceled
until it can be discussed rationally.

KEEP THE CONVERSATION GOING
— Let your family know this will be
an ongoing discussion as circumstances change, such as new mar-

m LIMIT COMPANY STOCK — Since
you know your company so
well, you may feel you should
make that stock a significant
portion of your 401(k) plan.
However, since your livelihood
is already dependent upon that
company, you don’t want too
much of your retirement funds
to also be tied to the same company. Make sure you don’t hold
any more than 10% of your total
assets in your company stock.

m REVIEW YOUR PLAN ANNUALLY —
Go over all these other factors
annually to make sure your
401(k) plan is on track. Use the
annual review as a time to review the performance of your
investments, making necessary
adjustments if needed.
m DON’T

TOUCH YOUR PLAN FOR

— If you leave
or lose your job prior to retirement, make sure to protect your
401(k) plan. Any 401(k) loans
will likely have to be repaid
within a month or two of leaving your job. Otherwise, the
loan will be considered a distribution, and taxes and penalties
may be assessed. Don’t be
tempted to cash out your 401(k)
plan. Not only will you be reducing your retirement savings,
but you may have to pay steep
taxes and penalties. Instead, either leave the funds in your former employer’s 401(k) plan, or
roll your balance over to an individual retirement account (IRA)
or to another employer’s 401(k)
plan. mmm
OTHER PURPOSES

riages, new children, divorce, etc.
By having regular conversations,
you can avoid the “Mom would have
wanted this” argument. Setting this
expectation can help prevent future
family tension based on perceptions
versus what you want carried out.
mmm
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NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

CONSIDER A BOND TENT

The good news is you finally saved enough to retire
and now have a large portfolio. The bad news? If the market takes a serious downturn, the impact on your portfolio
could be a disaster.

History has shown that the sequence of returns
generated by a portfolio from one year to the next can
hugely affect the total return generated over time. While
long-term average returns determine how much money
you make, the timing of those returns is equally important.

For example, if you retire during the bottom of a bear
market, you will see your holdings rise as the market recovers, but you will also see the overall portfolio growth
reduced because of the amount of money withdrawn in
early retirement.

An important strategy to consider is building a bond
tent before you retire. This strategy increases the allocation
of bonds during the 10 years or so prior to retirement; and
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then bonds are sold from this portion of your portfolio
during the first 10 to 15 years of retirement, providing you
with an income stream.

The reason this strategy is called a bond tent is that if
you were to look at it on a line graph, the bonds in a portfolio steadily rise until they reach a peak at retirement and
then fall as the bonds are sold, which makes a tent shape.
The strategy works by reallocating a traditional 60/40
mix of stocks and bonds to an allocation of 50% or 60% in
bonds by the time you retire.

The bond holdings are then sold during the first half
of retirement until the original mix is once again reached.
This provides portfolio protection against major losses due
to market downturns in the first half of retirement. The
portion of your portfolio that is still in stocks will continue
on the path for long-term growth to fund your later years
of retirement as well as provide protection against inflaFR2017-0515-0049
tion. mmm

